Gospel of Matthew
6:14-18
Things Best Done In Secret III
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After delivering an example of what a prayer might look like, most
notable by its brevity and concise nature, Jesus goes back to a point
He made in His prayer, the subject of forgiveness. He does so
because forgiveness is key in the human-toDevine relationship! We believe that all
human beings begin their lives in innocence,
Without forgiveness, we
in a state of limbo, or of “waiting” almost,
must abandon our preferred
future!
until it happens – until they inevitably deny
God. Although Adam’s sin clings to our
soul, a baby/toddler has not made the
conscious decision to defy the Creator’s authority yet – to sin! They
do not know enough yet to be held accountable for their inherent
rebellious nature. But when they eventually DO make that choice that
all human’s make, and they fail and make the wrong choice, then we
enter into the state of unforgivness. We all develop a sort of antipathy
with authority, and therefore with the ultimate authority - God. *At a
very young age, we inherently dislike authority - parents or God or
anyone telling us what to do, and there comes a time when we
continually defy authority. There also comes a time for each
individual when we truly grasp that it is wrong to do so, and yet make
a conscious decision to continue. We call that the “age of
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accountability”.

God, on His part becomes conflicted because of His
nature. God is both consummate love and He is perfect
judgment. As Judge, He must condemn the guilty, but as
Love He does not desire to condemn. Yet, His human
creatures live in the state of guilt, offensive to Him, and
separated from Him relationally.
*Let me use a rather earthy comparison.
When my boys were very young, like all
youngsters, they had a very nasty habit of
filling their pants. Now, I have a particular
problem with bad smells. I can see most anything without
becoming sick, but smells can really send me into the state
of nausea! So when our babies filled their pants, I
certainly loved them still as their father, but I purposefully
kept my distance. The smell they omitted was highly
offensive to my olfactory nerves, and my relationship with
them was significantly altered until they were cleaned up
and baby-powdered.
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I think this is not unlike the internal conflict of God. He
loves us but we smell so bad in His nostrils because of the
real guilt of our sin and rebellion that He must keep His
distance! He has a great aversion for the stench of sin!
That is why he sent the Word, second
member of God’s tri-unity, to deal with
the problem. He provided a way and a
means to God’s forgiveness – through
cleansing. God improvised a way to
make us clean that demonstrated how serious He was a
bout sin! This is exactly why religions can’t actually help
people where they need it the most. I’m not saying
religion can’t help people. Those that are immersed in the
various religions of this world swear that it helps them. I
won’t argue that. But people’s most urgent need is the
Creator/God’s forgiveness and they can only have it
through the means that Creator/God Himself has provided
– His Son Jesus and his work of redemption on the cross!
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So, forgiveness is a big, big deal! Human beings have
many needs. But the need for forgiveness is absolutely
essential to humanity - actually our greatest need!
Fortunately, God is willing to meet that need for
forgiveness by giving it. In fact,
He can and actually will forgive
anything! Even the greatest of
sinners have experienced this
forgiveness. But only if it is His
way! He is God and He gets to say how His forgiveness is
to be granted. He says it is through the gospel of Jesus
Christ. The gospel is God’s doing – His long-planned and
completed plan to make provision for forgiveness. The
gospel of Jesus Christ is all about forgiveness – God’s
forgiveness. When a person says “yes” to God, repents,
receives Jesus, and welcomes Him into their heart and life
– they get the forgiveness they need! If a person responds
with “no”, they remain unforgiven!
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Since God has gone through such an effort to forgive
us, it is purely wrong that we should withhold
forgiveness from others. So He includes that in his
example for prayer, and expounds upon it immediately
after the example of prayer He’s provided in 6:14,15
[Matthew 18:21-35] The parable of
the hypocritical servant.
[James 2:13] – The triumph of mercy. .
Forgiveness is mercy and mercy works!
Mercy is the central ingredient of peace,
and even love that enrich our lives.
1 Cor. 13:5,7 “Love… keeps no record of wrongs,..
.always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always
perseveres”
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FASTING – 6:16-18
I do not know the true significance behind fasting except
that the ability to withhold food from
oneself demonstrates an ability to
have a certain degree of mastery
over one’s own body. Fasting is
not eating. Not eating creates hunger. Hunger for any
substantial length of time creates more painful and
insistent hunger pangs, then fatigue, weakness, and a chill
in the bones – none of which is any fun at all. It won’t
kill or badly debilitate you unless you have diabetes or
something, but it is very unpleasant – a gnawing sort of
pain and discomfort that starts in your middle and spreads
outward. So if you are able to endure this pain
voluntarily, and force yourself to tolerating it by sheer
willpower, perhaps it will carry over into the selfdiscipline of denying yourself other urges – especially
those that are ungodly urges!
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So it seems that fasting could be a
valuable discipline that proves to
yourself that you can say “no” to
your
impulses and urges. I don’t
think it proves
anything to God who
already knows these
things about you, but
it can teach you about
yourself – how
capable you are of saying
“no” to the pleasures of sin. It can prove to you that it can be done,
and that you don’t have to give in – that you have more control over
yourself than you think. It also can symbolically prove that you desire
God more than you desire gratifying your mental and physical
impulses - instincts, appetites, cravings, longings! Fasting is not a
cure-all for sin, but a small demonstration that we love God more than
we love our freedom to do exactly as we please!
The problem with sin is that we end up doing what we really don’t
want to do because it appeals to our pleasure centers at that moment
of temptation. [Rom. 7:14-16] If we had perfect self-control we
would not sin! But no one has ever had perfect self-control except for
Jesus. But if we learn to say “no” in that moment, we can get past
that weakness of temptation and regain control of ourselves.
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It is the Spirit of God that desires that we
be in control of ourselves, but He does not
leave us alone to take care of it on our own.
He does not do it for us, or we would actually
be weakened, but He comes alongside and
strengthens our resolve. *When two people
are out hiking and one of them pulls up with
a bad blister, a sprained ankle, a cramp, or
some other injury, their companion comes to
them so they can throw their arm over their
friend’s shoulder and be aided on their way
with the healthy hiker’s strength.
In the same way, the Spirit of God does not walk for us.
He lets us walk because the exercise is good for
strengthening our muscles and bones. But when we
weaken He walks beside us, lending His much superior
strength to support us. Or, when our strength is entirely
gone, He sometimes just carries us!
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When we sense that we are weak, all we have to do is want His
help and request it so that we do not sin. [1 Cor. 10:13] If we
really do not want to sin, then we will ask, lean, depend! Jesus said
“whatever you ask for in my name, I will give it” He obviously
was not talking about big homes, luxury cars, and expensive
vacations. He was talking about requesting help for anything that
would help us advance the rule of the Creator/God on earth. Sin is
a setback for the rule of God in us. It drains us of self-mastery,
dominates, and soon takes us out of the game as surely as a player
with a bad leg will ask the coach to take him out of the game.
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What we want people to see
What God sees
All of this has to do with the
potential value of fasting, but,
of course, if we
are fasting for appearances sake - if we are fasting to impress
other people - the whole value of fasting is compromised. If our
motives are skewed toward selfish gain, toward human respect
and admiration,.. God, who see our motives, cannot respect that
at all! Despite our self-denial and the pain of hunger, it is a net
loss in His book!
Fasting is not for appearances - not for the purpose of gaining
status among religious humans. It is to prove to ourselves and to
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God that we are, and ultimately He is, in control!

The ability to deprive yourself of immediate pleasures in
the interest of longer term gain is monumental!
*The secret of highly successful
people – from students to CEOs
is the ability to make yourself
do what you should do instead
of what you would rather do.
For instance, a person that studies
class material and reads the assigned texts in
preparation for their classes, as opposed to settling down
to a few hours of video games. Or, in the work place, to
responsibly carry out all your work load and do it well
whether it interests you or not - as opposed to neglecting
your work load, cancelling your appointments and gong
fishing instead, or wasting the afternoon surfing the net.
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Self-discipline is about freedom, not imprisonment! God
wants us to have control over
ourselves. It is one of the keys to
living a full and satisfying life. It
is the key to godliness. It is one of
the named fruits of the Spirit in Galatians 5, and God aids
us in self-discipline to us that we might find success in
following Jesus. Jesus compared the life of His leadership
to the carrying of a cross – kind of a grim proposition if
you think about it. It is an image of someone that is
willing to suffer short-term loss for long-term gain
because they believe so strongly in the rightness and
significance of something. Following Jesus was never
intended to be a cakewalk. But it is worth it! The
dividends it pays are incalculably valuable in the scope of
eternity.
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